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MINUTES 9th April, 2019 
RHOSSILI COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

 

Council: Chair - Steve Campbell-Kelly (SCK), Vice-Chair - Ian Button (IB), Tom Higgs (TH), Jeff Higgins (JH), 

  Nicola Rees (NR), Sally Thomas (ST) and Steve Walmsley (SW) 

Meeting commenced at 7.20pm 
1. Attendance: Council: SC-K, IB, JH, TH, NR and SW 

Residents: 3 Residents in attendance 
2. Apologies:   ST 
3. Declaration of Interests: IB and NR, Agenda Item 7  
4. Minutes of last Meeting:  Minutes for 12th March: Proposed by SW, seconded by IB, approved unanimously;  

signed by SC-K.   
 

5. Matters arising: Complaint from residents about garden waste not collected properly; clerk gave response from CCS, via 
email. Council vehicle has a camera mounted on rear of lorry and its contents were checked, but no poor practice was 
evident. Clerk told meeting that any complaints should be made immediately by residents so that action can be taken. 
 

6. Chairman’s Items:  
1. Memorial Stone: TH is now available to move the stone into its preferred place and asked how deep it was to be set 

into the ground. SC-K said it was envisaged that it would be quite shallow, with the excess soil pushed to the front of 
the stone so that a step could be formed. He has not seen all the faces of the stone to decide which way it should be 
placed and when that has been decided, any carving will be discussed. IB suggested the stone be placed far enough 
away from the edge of the green to provide a “buffer zone” in case anyone climbs onto the stone and jumps off onto 
the ground. There was a discussion about liability and it was decided that a formal Risk Assessment be carried out after 
installation. SW said that RCC Public liability Insurance would be pertinent. SC-K and TH to meet at the stone 10am on 
Thursday, weather permitting. 

 
2. St Mary’s Church Wall:  Since the last Meeting, the Church in Wales has decided to hold a preliminary hearing of a 

Consistory Court with a view to investigating the proposed Faculty. SC-K said that it would be chaired by The 
Chancellor, who is a High Court Judge and he will decide on proceedings on the day. It is set for Thursday 11th April, 
beginning at 6.00pm, in St Mary’s Church and anyone interested can attend to observe proceedings. SC-K said he 
understood that there had been hundreds of representations concerning the situation in the Churchyard. 

 
3. Planning and Conservation Area:  Clerk suggested that RCC invites a representative from the Planning Department to 

attend a meeting in the near future, as is their right under the newly agreed Charter. Members have felt for some time 
that local opinion on planning matters are ignored when decisions are made, especially regarding developments inside 
the Rhossili Conservation Area. Clerk suggested that a list of questions be sent prior to the meeting, so that the 
representative can understand the concerns of RCC. It is felt that RCC Councillors need to know whether they take 
RCC’s opinions into account and are taken seriously. SW suggested that relevant questions should be brought to the 
next meeting of RCC. It was decided that a face to face meeting was a better option than communicating by email. 
Proposed by SW, seconded by IB; Approved unanimously. 

 
4. Grass Cutting: SC-K said that he had noticed that the grass in Scurlage had been cut twice so far this year but the Green 

in Rhossili had not been mown at all. He made enquiries to the Housing and Open Spaces Department in CCS and was 
told that the Green in Scurlage is in a housing area, whereas The Green in Rhossili is not, and is Common Land, owned 
by the Penrice Estate. It would appear that the reduction in funding to CCS has meant that only mandatory work is 
being carried out.  SC-K suggested that grass-cutting may be an item for future discussion when RCC sets its next 
budget. Penrice Estate will also be approached.  

 
 

7. Planning: 2019/0747/PRE – change of use of field 4464 . IB and NR recused themselves from discussion. 
After much discussion it was decided that this pre-application would not be supported. The main reasons given were that 
the  site was in a conspicuous location; the application said that neighbouring property owners had been consulted, but 
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several reported that they knew nothing about the proposal; the road entry would be dangerous; the proposal was 
contrary to AONB policies on caravan and camp sites; the site borders a SSSI. 
 

8. Footpaths: Nothing to report. 
 

9. Highways: Comment was made at the method used by CCS Highways to re-arrange the white lines and studs on the road, 
prior to the changes in speed limits across Gower.  
 
 

10. Village Hall: New flooring in the Living Room had been laid and there are on-going enquiries about the new roof. All were 
now looking forward to the summer season. Village Hall AGM to follow immediately after RCC AGM, on Wednesday, 15th 
May. 
 
 

11. Finance: SW gave the report on the latest financial situation – the Balance is £3293.80 He went through expenditure on the 
agreed Budget and reported that he had paid the outstanding account of £160.00 from Welsh Audit Office. All payments 
are up to date and the agreed budget is following expectations, with the exception of the agreed donation to Co-responder 
Vehicle maintenance. SW proposed that the donation be withheld until more information is forthcoming, and the money 
earmarked would be returned to the reserves. Over the year RCC has used £606.00 of Reserves. SW proposed Mr D Cann 
be appointed as RCC Internal Auditor; IB seconded the proposal and it was agreed unanimously. The Year End Report 
should be ready for presentation at May’s meeting of RCC and the deadline for submission to WAO is 26th June. Penalties 
have to be paid if the accounts are late. There is a suggestion from the WAO that Community Council have been over-
charged for 2 years  but SW reported that any money owed to RCC will be adjusted this year 
 

12. Correspondence: Zurich Insurance letter – no action. RCC to remain with present provider. 
 

13. Meeting close 20.23 
 

14. Date of next Meeting:  Tuesday, 14th May, 2019 at 7.15pm in ante-room at back of Village Hall. 
 

  


